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About This Game

Drone Zero Gravity is a dark yet strikingly colorful space adventure that will test your skills. Navigate intricate cave systems,
dodge enemy fire and take out as many enemy drones along the way. Throughout your journey energy is important, so stay

charged or it’s game over.

Drone Zero Gravity Features

Single Player Story Mode - Survival Wave Mode and other modes will be released at a later date as free DLC.

Includes 5 chapters (average chapter has 5 levels each)

Propel through space dodging asteroids, lasers and enemy projectiles

Manipulate physical objects

Explore the dark depths of asteroid caves

Play to an engaging soundtrack
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Title: Drone Zero Gravity
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Isaac Nichols
Publisher:
Isaac Nichols
Release Date: 2 Oct, 2015

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8.1 64 Bit, Windows 8 64 Bit, Windows 7 64 Bit Service Pack 1, Windows Vista 64 Bit Service Pack 2*
(*NVIDIA video card recommended if running Vista OS)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad CPU Q6600 @ 2.40GHz (4 CPUs) / AMD Phenom 9850 Quad-Core Processor (4 CPUs) @
2.5GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA 9800 GT 1GB / AMD HD 4870 1GB (DX 10, 10.1, 11)

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 12 GB available space

Sound Card: 100% DirectX 10 compatible

Additional Notes: Well, it works pretty good on my Pentium 4 3.2ghz with a Nvidia GT 640 1gb - 4gb rams
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Wont Let me Play!!!. I have always wanted to play as an intelligent autonomous drone. This game made that come true.
Excellent! 5 Thumbs up for this.
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